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1908: Architecture Department begins within Engineering
1948: Department of Architecture becomes a School of Architecture, still within COE. By 1959, programs and degrees had developed in:
   Architecture
   Building Construction
   City Planning
   Industrial Design
1975: School of Architecture becomes the College of Architecture with Architecture, CRP, BC, and ID; and PhD program is added shortly after.
1991: Music Department is added
Proposal is to change the term “Program” to the term School:

– From Architecture Program to School of Architecture
– From Building Construction Program to School of Construction
– From City & Regional Planning Program to School of City & Regional Planning
– From Industrial Design Program to School of Industrial Design
– From Department of Music to School of Music

– PhD Program absorbed by each school.
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The history of colleges at Georgia Tech shows that independent disciplines have been formed into schools. Schools are the norm nationally for the disciplines of the College.

The programs in COA already operate as schools
- delivery of curriculum
- programmatic functions
- self-sufficiencies

The move to schools will:
- streamline administrative functions
- strengthen student services
- achieve greater budgetary effectiveness

And above all it will:
- enhance reputation of each of the disciplines
- Increase our development opportunities
- clarify and strengthen the character of the College